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plates. Seasonal shift in the Earth's core could ex-
plain the gaps of tectonic plates and their move-
ment.

During our winter season, shaped elevations in the
Southern Hemisphere are active volcanoes, earth-
quakes occur in the relatively "weak" field. In the nor-
thern hemisphere, meanwhile, it may also occur from
an earthquake, but the land, that "sinks", hence an
understanding for the reasons for subduction.

Seasonal location of the core of the Earth is im-
portant geodynamic effects, as evidenced by the
presence of zones of high tectonic activnosi on both

sides of the equator. This increases the tectonic
activity in the Southern Hemisphere in December—
January, and in the Northern — in June and July.

The core of the Earth — it is almost a "perpetual
motion" inside the planet until there is a structure
of the Earth's axis and the trajectory of the Earth
around the Sun.

This concept should be considered when crea-
ting a computer model of the Earth, a view of the
seasonal movement of the nucleus, in order to bet-
ter predict those processes that will occur inside
and on the surface of our planet.
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The author proposes a new conception for the
mechanism of the origin and evolution of the terres-
trial life in the energetic Earth-Space interactions
[Drozdovskaya, 2009]. This conception (named
geoenergetic) has been developed in the process of
the analysis of the Earth's biological and dynamical
history from the viewpoint of the author-made stu-
dies of the geochemical evolution history
[Drozdovskaya, 1990] that was carried out using
geological, physical-chemical, geoecological and
eniological methods.

The problem of the mechanism and time of the
terrestrial life origin was solved in connection to the
physical-chemical and geostructural specifics of the

Early Proterozoic Krivoy Rog-type Jaspilite Forma-
tion (JFKT) termed in English as the Banded Iron
Formation (BIF). BIF is considered as the unique
geological phenomenon due to a number of specific
features peculiar only to it. The main ones amongst
them are the single-act and geologically short time
of the BIF's global origination in the range by isoto-
pic data 24—2,2 billion years with accumulation in
it about 90  % of iron ore reserves of the Earth's
crust in simplified elemental form, predominantly
iron-silicon-oxygen.

The computer physical-chemical experiments
demonstrated [Drozdovskaya, 1990] that BIF is a
chemogenic-sedimentary product of geochemical
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evolution which origination is themodynamically limi-
ted by redox-barrier parameters of chemical inter-
actions between three external shells of the Earth
— water (hydrosphere), gas (atmosphere) and so-
lid (lithosphere) composing the planet exosphere.
It means that the temporal development of geochemi-
cal evolution was predicted by the steady-directed
transformation of the terrestrial exosphere from the
primary reduced state into recent oxidized one with
single-act overcoming of the redox-barrier at the
geological time interval of 2,4—2,2  Ga. Accounting
this statement, the author’s opinion is that BIF is a
geological reference point of geochemical evolution
that confirm that during the BIF genesis time co-
ming into the exosphere free oxygen completed the
oxidization of reduced polyvalent elements occur-
ring there. But, in the moment when BIF finished
its development, free oxygen for the first time be-
came able to remain in the exosphere in a thermo-
dynamically steady state pointing in this way the
moment of oxygen era dawn on the planet Earth.

Proceeding from this conclusion, an appearance
of one else distinguishing feature of BIF became
understand: a mass burial of blue-green algae ap-
peared in directly covering sediments for the very
first time in the history of the Earth crust. That bio-
logical phenomenon showed that, as the BIF ge-
neration stopped, the first in the Earth's history glo-
bal and mass origin of unicellular organisms took
place, which was initiated by the first occurrence
in the exosphere of the thermodynamically stable
free oxygen. It means that 2,2  Ga the structuration
of the pre-cellular organic matter finished also.

In these links, an attempt was made to deter-
mine the time period where that structuration passed
— therefore, to recognize the moment of the First
Global Life Appearance. Solving those problems,
the original explanation of one more BIF's feature
was in hand: all its global ingredients were located
in morphologically uniform, fracture-like faults of the
coeval global tectonic structure.

Accounting the planet rotation, we may to pre-
suppose that before the start of the BIF origina-
tion, an surplus amount of geogenic energy (tor-
sion, most of all) was accumulated in the Earth
which, trying to leave this close space, provoked a
blast-like geodynamical cataclysm with lithosphere
splitting by a number of fracture-like faults, and
(geologically, in the one moment) penetrated trough
to the day surface. It was a very hard energetic strike
onto the exospherical matter world.

At this notion about geodynamical evolution, we
can see by "the morning eyes" that before the BIF
origination that the results of today biological ex-
periments have shown: some DNA fragments were

found after energetic impacts into a mixture of bio-
philic combinations (including hydrocarbonic). In this
connection, we can to assume a massive pulse
outburst of geogenic energy in the Early Proterozo-
ic exosphere was able to initiate forming of the pri-
mary living matter forms from existing chemical
combinations (their important parts were in that time
the combinations of reduced biophilic elements in-
cluding carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur). Therefore, the
time of global appearance of initial live matters forms
(i.  e. the life appearance time) can be reasonably
dated with lower BIF’s age as 2,4 billion years.

From these positions, the author analyzed and
re-comprehended the history of step species com-
position transformations in the biosphere and com-
plication of its organisms’ matter organization that
is fixed in the Earth's crust at the lower boundaries
of geological epochs (Vendian, Cambrian, Ordovi-
cian, Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous, Permian,
Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous, Paleogene, Neo-
gene) which are termed as transformation frontiers
of biological evolution. It is proved that at each the
frontier some organic species with more simple or-
ganization exited and new, more complicated ap-
peared. It means that the biosphere developed
through the time by the step complication of its or-
ganisms’ matter organization in the chain: Uni-
cellulars→Multicellulars→Corals→Crustacea→
Fishes→Arthropoda→Quadrupedantae→Amphi-
bians→Reptiles→Mammalia→Hominidae.

In the comparisons of the biological evolution and
geodynamic phenomena histories a mutual relation
in time became understood between the biospheri-
cal transformations at the frontiers mentioned and
formation of global tectonic structures of fluidoge-
nic type in those geological times. An idea appeared
that those structures also formed in the origin mo-
ments of blast-like dynamic cataclysms which at each
transformation frontier maintained the pulse outbursts
of geogenic energy to the surface. Its impacts lead to
jumps in the species composition and matter organi-
zation level of the organisms’ in the biosphere. Pro-
ceeding from those notions, we should to refer those
structures as geoenergogenic ones and to consider
them as a kind of fluidogenic structures.

So, we postulate a universal geoenergogenera-
ted mechanism both for the origination and evolu-
tion of the terrestrial life. Its action is maintained
due three casual-concession geoenergogenerated
phenomena (mutually subordinated, which periodi-
cally appeared through the geological time due the
rotational existence of the Earth and its energetic
interaction with the Space:

1) generation and accumulation of geogenic
energy surplus amounts in the Earth, which
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provoke attempts of its liberation from the
closed space outward;

2) origination as a concession of it the blast-
like dynamic cataclysms with global origina-
tion of numerous fracture-like faults in the
lithosphere;

3) pulse breaks of geogenic energy surpluses onto
the surface through those faults and its power-
ful impacts into the matter world of the exo-

sphere. It is stated that through action of this
mechanism, 2,4 billion years ago the global
transformation of the exosphere’s organic com-
binations into primary forms of terrestrial live
matter took place in the first time at the Earth;
and jump-like changes of species composition
and organization complication of biosphere or-
ganisms’ matter were carried out at the trans-
formation frontiers of biological evolution.
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On the ambiguity of 4D gravity monitoring
of geological media
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The main concept of 4D gravity monitoring being
realized on the short profiles is in common supplied
by the analitical relations with the rapidly decreasing
kernels. The monitoring perceptible depends on the
non-tidal quasiperiodic variation of gravity field and
also is influenced by the low-level geophysical fac-
tors marked out by the Dvulit’s techniques�

1. On the background of monitoring. Now on
the amount, methods and opportunity to execute
large-scale geophysical workings affect both the
increasing accuracy and productivity of gravity sur-
veying (this method at acceptable accuracy remains
affordable prospecting and exploration solution due
to improved equipment and GPS support) and a
markedly sharp decline in volume measurements.

The first trend cause to review the methods of pro-
cessing of the data acquired, in particular, a more
accurate account of a Bouguer corrections [Bychkov,
2007]. The latter one, due to need of detection a de-
eper sources of anomalies1 , entails the revision of the

/ The possibilities of regularization methods in solving the problems of building complex cross sections at the present level of
model representations on the geological environment are close to the technological limit.

measurement method to account for subtle features
of gravity anomalies without complicating the mathe-
matical apparatus, measurement techniques and in-
creasing the logistical costs. These features one can
"hooks" wit the help of additional variable — the time.

In this regard, the world's "trends" of geophysi-
cal observations gradually tend to the continuous
4D monitoring (Geophysics. — 2008. — 73���  6)
of studied area, studying the evolution of the gravity
field during exploitation time of the area or over du-
ration of interval of his abrupt dynamic activation.

Nevertheless in the English-speaking sources
the term "gravity variations" means temporal diffe-
rence between the real anomalies in limited spa-
ces, which sources are the objects with the rapidly
changing of deep dynamics, while in the USSR’s
literature this concept are reserved for a weak qua-
si-periodic fluctuations in the super-long profiles
crossing the area of contrasting modern vertical
movements of Earth's crust.
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